Overview of Flight Planning Optimization Research
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Abstract: From the analysis of different time stages of flight planning optimization, flight planning optimization can be divided into three aspects: static flight planning optimization, flight planning dynamic feedback optimization based on flight delay prediction, and flight planning dynamic adjustment based on airport collaborative decision-making (A-CDM). Then, it analyzes the static scheduling and optimization of flight plans from the preparation links of flight schedules, aircraft type assignments, and flight frequencies; then uses the optimization method of delay spread prediction and data mining prediction to analyze the correlation of flight plan dynamic feedback optimization based on flight delay prediction the study. Finally, according to the complexity analysis of flight plan optimization, the development trend and future research directions of flight plan optimization are given.
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1. Introduction

Flight plans are the foundation and core of all production activities of airlines, and all other production plans revolve around flight plans. Therefore, timely and scientific arrangement of flight plans is of great significance to ensure flight safety, improve service work, increase aircraft utilization and carrying capacity, and increase economic benefits, and complete transportation production tasks [1]. In recent years, the aviation industry has developed rapidly. With the significant increase in flight volume, the problem of flight delays has become increasingly prominent [2]. Among the factors that affect flight delays, unreasonable flight planning is one of the important factors.

There was research on flight plan optimization in the 1970s, and foreign scholars such as Wegmann H M [3] and Dachkovsky V. Z [4] conducted earlier research. Subsequently, domestic researchers such as Zhu Jinfu [5] and Hu Minghua [6] conducted extensive research on flight schedules and route networks. After decades of development, research on flight plan optimization has become increasingly complex, no longer simply considering single factors and models. At present, research on flight plan optimization has begun to utilize theories such as deep learning, relying on the advantages of big data analysis to further improve the theory of flight plan optimization.

The article categorizes and summarizes the research results of flight plan optimization from different perspectives such as flight plan formulation and feedback adjustment. The research results are divided into three categories: the first category is the static arrangement optimization of flight plans, which involves research on flight frequency, flight schedule, etc; The second type is dynamic feedback optimization of flight plans, involving research on flight delay prediction; The third type is dynamic adjustment of flight plans, involving airport collaborative decision-making (A-CDM). From the perspective of airlines, static scheduling optimization of flight plans increases operational efficiency by optimizing flight schedules, aircraft types, crew, and other factors. However, if too much profit is pursued, the flight chain connection becomes too tight, and there is insufficient
The specific chapter arrangement of the article is as follows: Firstly, in Section 1, relevant research on static optimization of flight planning is introduced, including the preparation of flight schedules, flight frequencies, and other aspects; Subsequently, in Section 2, the optimization of flight plans based on flight delay prediction was analyzed, which was further divided into two types of optimization directions: data mining prediction and delay ripple prediction; In Section 3, the dynamic adjustment of flight plans based on Airport Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM) was discussed; Finally, in Section 4, a summary of the article's content is provided, and based on the current research status, three future research prospects are proposed from the perspective of the complexity of flight plan optimization research.

2. Optimization of Static Arrangement of Flight Plans

Airlines are the main body responsible for preparing flight plans, which are the central link in all production activities of airlines. The arrangement steps of flight plans are interrelated and closely linked, requiring continuous comprehensive consideration of the airline’s existing production resources and in-depth analysis of market demand and revenue, which is a dynamic and changing process. However, the factors considered in flight plan arrangement are relatively static and have not fully considered factors such as weather and flow control. Therefore, flight plan optimization research from the perspective of airlines can be regarded as static optimization research of flight plan arrangement.

The process of preparing a comprehensive flight plan is completed from multiple aspects such as the selection of flight routes and segments, frequency and schedule, aircraft type assignment, flight number, flight schedule, etc. The study of frequency and schedule is also known as the study of flight frequency. When domestic and foreign scholars study flight plan optimization, they often focus on three aspects: flight frequency, aircraft type assignment, and flight schedule. The following will focus on introducing research on these three aspects.

2.1 Flight Frequency

The determination and optimization of flight frequency is a key link in flight planning, which involves factors such as capacity supply, available aircraft types, route demand, and competitor market share. The determination of flight frequency is also the basis for assigning flight schedules and aircraft types.

In the 1980s, Christopher C. Findlay[7] abroad used the standard optimization model to balance the relationship between the optimal ticket price and flight frequency. Then Du Scaron[8] used the absolute value of the difference between the actual departure time and the expected departure time to measure the economic effect of flight frequency. This method of considering single models and factors has been improved in recent years. Sze Wei Chang[9] developed the profit maximization model based on the lowest operating costs and passenger delay costs of airlines, but only targeted specific routes without considering flight frequency optimization under the route network. In China, Zhu Jinfu[10] was one of the earliest to establish a profit maximizing flight frequency optimization model; Zhu Xinghui[11] conducted research on flight frequency for air traffic volume prediction; Jiang Silu[12] established a flight frequency optimization model based on passenger planned delays, taking into account the impact of the competitive environment of multiple aircraft types and routes on flight frequency. However, taking a fixed value of flight frequency will cause difficulties in further obtaining feasible solutions, and the constraint conditions can be further increased. The mathematical expression formula of the model established is as follows:
\[
\min C = \sum_{l \in L} C_{l \in L} R_l M_{l \in L} + \sum_{k \in K} F_k C_k
\]

(Eq. 1)

Eq. 1 is the objective function for minimizing the total cost. Among them, \( C \) is the total cost, which consists of two parts: passenger planned delay cost and operating cost; \( L \) is the set of flight routes, \( l \in L \); \( K \) is the aircraft type combination, \( k \in K \); \( C_{l \in L} \) is the unit cost of passenger delay; \( C_k \) is the operating cost of the flight; \( T \) is the flight planning cycle; \( M_{l \in L} \) is the market share of a certain airline on route \( l \); \( R_l \) is the passenger occupancy rate of route \( l \) within a certain flight cycle; \( F_k \) is the frequency of flight type \( k \) on route \( l \).

The single flight frequency optimization model is gradually being replaced by multi constraint models, with constraints increasing costs such as delay from profit and operating costs. Integrating flight frequency with aircraft type assignment, route network, etc. to establish an integrated comprehensive optimization model is also the next research focus.

2.2 Model Assignment

Aircraft type assignment refers to the allocation of aircraft with different cabin capacities to corresponding routes based on the specific cabin capacity, revenue status, operating costs, and availability of the aircraft, in order to determine the optimal aircraft type for the flight and complete the flight plan\[13\]. It is also the core link of flight planning and the foundation for issues such as crew scheduling. The quality of aircraft type assignment directly affects the operational revenue of airlines, as well as issues such as crew configuration, maintenance, parking allocation, and subsequent flight connections.

The developed air transportation industry abroad has led to early research on aircraft type assignment issues. Most of the early studies focused on hub route networks and daily flight plans, with relatively average optimization effects. In 2006, Barry C. Smith\[14\] proposed a robust aircraft type assignment model from the perspective of airport purity, which required that the airports involved in a certain aircraft type be concentrated as much as possible. Oussama Aoun\[15\] used a hidden Markov model to estimate the most likely state to achieve the optimal allocation of crew members, which is an optimization of the subsequent problem of aircraft type assignment. Domestically, Zhu Xinghui\[16\] drew on Barry C. Smith's theory and established a robust aircraft type assignment model based on flight purity. In addition, Jiang Silu\[17\] established a comprehensive optimization model for flight frequency and aircraft type assignment based on the study of passenger plan delay calculation, and pointed out the possibility of comprehensive modeling of flight frequency, aircraft type assignment, and flight schedule.

The optimization problem of aircraft type assignment has made significant progress in recent years, with a focus on establishing comprehensive optimization models. With the in-depth research of market demand analysis and prediction, as well as the development of machine learning related theoretical methods, the research on aircraft type assignment problems will also be further developed.

2.3 Flight Schedule

In the past few decades, numerous time slot allocation optimization models have been proposed, ranging from single airport flight schedule optimization models to range network-based flight schedule optimization models. Flight schedules have always been the main focus of flight plan optimization research.

In traditional flight schedule resource management, the first factor to consider is passenger demand, namely departure and transfer; Secondly, consider the needs of the airline, namely the corresponding flight plan; Finally, consider the operational requirements of the airport, including supporting facilities and airspace capacity limitations. The flow management problem in China is unique, influenced by multiple factors such as terminal areas, route planning, and airspace limitations. When considering time optimization, it is necessary to consider the optimal utilization of airspace capacity. As early as 2003, Hu Minghua\[18\] proposed a multi-dimensional restricted flight schedule optimization model based on the multi-dimensional restricted ground waiting strategy, and solved it using an improved heuristic algorithm, considering pushing flights forward or backward to time periods to
efficiently utilize airport and airspace capacity. However, the continuous growth of air traffic flow, the increasing impact of airspace capacity restrictions, and the limited possibility of airport expansion have led to an imbalance in the air traffic demand capacity of large airports and delays in inbound and outbound flights.

Large European airports have implemented strategic flight schedules to address the issue of air traffic capacity imbalance. Miguel Lambelho et al. evaluated strategic flight schedules related to potential flight delays and cancellations using machine learning based methods, exploring potential performance bottlenecks at airports, and their model is universal. This is also the first time that machine learning methods have been combined with strategic flight schedule evaluation, and there is still significant room for improvement in the model's functional set. YuFeng Tu studied the distribution of flight departure delays required for estimating air traffic congestion prediction models and developed a strategic level departure delay prediction model, providing a probability model foundation for subsequent flight schedule optimization. There is relatively little research on flight planning at the strategic level, and there is no systematic optimization method. The research results provide a theoretical basis for subsequent research.

In 2005, Loo Hay Lee discussed the robustness of flight schedules based on potential violations, treating the elimination of potential violations such as equipment failures as a multi-objective optimization problem, providing ideas for subsequent flight schedule optimization. Subsequently, Ahmed Abdelghany considered a competition based flight schedule optimization model, clearly considering the passenger demand transfer caused by route network competition between airlines. He integrated heuristic search algorithms, network competition analysis models, and resource (such as crew and aircraft) tracking models. Xi Geng proposes an improved simulated annealing optimization model for multi airport systems (MAS) to optimize flight schedules, reducing the average displacement and delay of MAS. It can be seen that under the condition of multiple airports and a complete route network, flight schedule optimization will be more effective, and research on strategic optimization will be more powerful.

Flight schedules have always been a key focus of flight plan optimization, and optimization strategies have continuously developed from tactical to strategic levels, providing a rich theoretical basis for flight plan optimization. Reasonably allocating flight time slots will bring huge operational benefits to airlines and also improve passenger travel convenience.

3. Dynamic Feedback Optimization of Flight Plans Based on Delay Prediction

The problem of flight delay prediction has been a research hotspot in recent years, and research on flight delay prediction can be roughly divided into two categories: flight delay prediction based on data mining and flight delay prediction based on the impact of flight delay. Studying flight delay prediction is of great significance for airport flight schedule redistribution and ground resource support. In 2019, Fu Zhenyu, Liu Bo, and others reviewed research on flight delay prediction methods, providing a systematic theoretical introduction to flight delay prediction research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method/Model</th>
<th>Decision trees, random forests, linear regression, support vector machines, neural networks, Bayesian networks, etc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Required data</td>
<td>Arrival and departure flight data, airport data, delay data, meteorological data, transit time data, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation object</td>
<td>Flight delay, delay level, delay time, delay reason, delayed flights, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluating indicator</td>
<td>Prediction accuracy, mean square error, ROC, mean absolute error, root mean square error, confusion matrix, etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1 Flight Delay Prediction Based on Data Mining

The flight delay prediction based on data mining mainly uses classic machine learning methods such as decision trees, random forests, support vector machines, Bayesian network models, and deep learning methods such as deep neural networks and convolutional neural networks. The classic Bayesian network model is widely used in flight delay prediction based on flight delay propagation. It consists of two parts: one is the set of nodes in a directed acyclic graph $G = (V, E), V = \{V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_n\}$, where $E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_m\}$ is the set of directed edges, $V_i$ is the variable to be solved, and $e_j$ is the relationship between nodes; The other part is the probability distribution table, where the root node represents the edge distribution $P(V_{root})$ and the non root node represents the conditional probability distribution. According to conditional independence, the joint probability distribution of node $V$ is:

$$P(V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P[V_i|parent(V_i)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq.2)

In flight delay prediction, the theory of delay prediction has gradually enriched from considering single factor modeling that affects flight delays to multi factor analysis. Wang Nan\cite{26} quantified the degree to which adverse weather at the airport affects the normal departure of flights, established a database of meteorological factors that affect flight delays, and analyzed the contribution of different seasons, meteorological factors, and other factors to flight delays in the form of decision trees. Severe weather is one of the important factors affecting flight delays, and the quantitative analysis of meteorological factors is of great significance for the role of flight delays, providing a theoretical basis for subsequent flight plan optimization. Sun Choi\cite{27} also studied the impact of severe weather on flight delays and compared the accuracy of supervised machine learning methods such as random forests, decision trees, ensemble learning methods, and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classification algorithms in predicting flight delays considering weather effects. The study used flight data between Denver International Airport (DEN) and Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT). The analysis of the results shows that although weather is an important factor affecting flights, it is not a unique element, and other factors should also be considered when studying flight delay prediction. When using supervised machine learning methods in flight delay prediction, when the selected data volume is required to be large and the relationships between various related factors are very complex or highly nonlinear, good prediction results can be achieved. When establishing a predictive model, supervised machine learning can compare the predicted results with the actual results (training validation data) and continuously adjust the predictive model, forming a learning process that continuously learns to achieve the expected results. The training process is shown in Figure 1.

Su Aijing\cite{28} initially established a flight operation simulation model for the airport, using the output delay time and aircraft utilization rate as evaluation indicators to identify bottleneck factors affecting flight operation and predict the probability of abnormal flights. This model can incorporate relevant data such as flow control and weather to establish a preliminary comprehensive model for predicting flight delays, which can analyze the propagation of flight delays and the robustness of flight planning systems. Establishing a comprehensive predictive model to analyze the factors that affect the normal operation of flights and the controllability and recovery of abnormal flights is currently a key research direction.
3.2 Flight Delay Prediction Based on Ripple Delay

Most studies on flight delays consider the concept of flight chains. Flight string refers to the arrangement of airlines to operate multiple consecutive flights on the same aircraft in a day on an economic basis, as shown in Figure 2. When a flight in the flight string is delayed, it may cause delays in subsequent flights, which is known as delay ripple.

![Flight Chain](image)

The prediction of affected delays requires consideration of factors such as multiple airports and routes. Dunbar and Michelle\cite{29} calculate the minimum delay affected cost by comprehensively considering aircraft routes and crew pairing. CAO WD and HE GG. et al\cite{30}, applied Bayesian networks to analyze the delay propagation between consecutive flights. The above study analyzed the delay propagation in the flight loop, but did not investigate the impact of airports on the delay propagation in the flight chain. However, Weiwei Wu\cite{31} in China analyzed that flight arrival time is influenced by the previous departure flight, including the phenomenon of delay propagation and other factors that affect delay propagation in the network. Wu Weiwei\cite{32} analyzed the impact of flight delays using a Bayesian network model based on flight strings, and predicted the overall delay status of the airport using a weighted Markov chain model. The prediction results were more reliable, and flight plans were adjusted, greatly improving the reliability of flight plan operation. Of course, Bayesian network models also have limitations in predicting delays. Delay prediction is not timely, and delays can only be predicted after obtaining a clear planned departure time. They only provide data support for flight plan changes. Gao Qiang\cite{33} considers the problem of reallocating the slack time of flight layovers under the impact of delays, which is also a readjustment of controllable time gaps under the impact of delays. However, such research must ensure that flights have a reasonable margin of layover time. Zhang Haifeng\cite{34} established a short-term flight plan scheduling model based on delay control. Compared with traditional flight plan scheduling optimization, flight plan scheduling considering delay analysis is more likely to reduce delay occurrence.

The above delay predictions are based on the impact of flight delays on subsequent flight plan changes, while Zhou Qin\cite{35} focused on studying independent delays unrelated to flight plan changes and the role of flight path optimization models in improving the robustness of flight plans in advance. In summary, machine learning theory has a deeper application in the field of flight delay prediction, with higher accuracy in flight delay prediction, which has great reference value for optimizing flight plans. The optimization theory of flight plans based on delay prediction is constantly enriching, and subsequent research will also focus on big data and comprehensive directions.

4. Dynamic Adjustment of Flight Plans Based on Airport Collaborative Decision-Making

Adverse factors such as adverse weather conditions, flow control, and military activities can affect the normal entry and exit of flights. In addition, there are communication and coordination barriers between various organizations, which can cause large-scale airport delays and a large number of people to be stranded during a certain period of time. Therefore, an efficient decision-making system is needed to achieve dynamic adjustment of flight plans under adverse conditions, in order to reduce flight delays and delay losses.

Airport collaborative decision-making was first proposed by the European Organization for Navigation Safety\cite{36}, developed from the earliest collaborative decision-making platform CDM, and applied earlier in Zurich.
Airport, Switzerland, with significant results. The Civil Aviation Administration of China attaches great importance to the promotion of A-CDM. As of the end of 2019, 37 airports have completed A-CDM construction. The draft technical specifications for airport collaborative decision-making released by the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) state that through multi-party information sharing, communication barriers between departments and units can be broken down, flight waiting delays can be reduced, emergency prediction and response capabilities can be improved, and dynamic adjustments to flight plans can be achieved. Building an A-CDM system requires barrier-free information communication and ensuring the integrity of shared data. Data integrity is the soul of A-CDM\cite{37}, and all units ensure the sharing of complete data. In the face of adverse conditions such as severe weather and flow control, the A-CDM system can achieve prediction, analysis of the degree of delay impact and development trends. The complete data includes two types: (1) traditional AODB data, booking system, departure system, and aviation travel APP system; (2) Air traffic control system, freight system, security inspection system, ground settlement system.

If there is a large-scale flight delay warning information, the A-CDM system will generate an adjustment plan based on the corresponding operational restrictions and affected time periods, and send information such as the reduction ratio and the need to adjust flights to relevant airport units. Generate and publish the final flight adjustment plan based on the flight cancellation or change plan departure time information provided by the airline. The A-CDM system can automatically track the execution status, real-time status, pre order status, and coordination status of flights that need to be adjusted, and assist the airport operations management committee in supervising airlines to implement adjustment plans. The specific process is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Dynamic schematic diagram of flight plan adjustment.](image)

Beijing Capital Airport has developed a collaborative decision-making system CEP-CDM\cite{39} based on complex event processing to address the shortcomings of A-CDM, which can only monitor and warn of milestone events. Compared to A-CDM, this system has the ability to actively perceive, analyze, and provide feedback to airports. Its advantage lies in learning flight support standards from historical flight operation data, verifying and managing current data, and achieving better dynamic adjustment of flight plans. But the construction of CEP-CDM requires reasonable planning in the medium to long term, even in the long term.

5. Summary and Outlook

The article provides an overview of research literature on flight plan optimization both domestically and internationally. From the perspective of flight plan preparation process and feedback optimization, it is divided into three categories: static preparation optimization, dynamic feedback optimization, and dynamic adjustment of flight plans. Based on the current research status of flight plan optimization, considering multiple environmental factors and multi-party collaboration, the problem of flight plan optimization is currently more complex. The following are three future research prospects. (1) Flight planning involves the revenue and operation of airlines, as well as the operation of relevant air traffic control and airport units. Simply looking at flight planning
optimization from a certain perspective or factor has significant limitations and requires strategic coordination and analysis. (2) For short-term plans, it can be seen that airport collaborative decision-making A-CDM is the trend of airport future development. A complete A-CDM can dynamically adjust flight plans in real-time, predict and preprocess flight delays when facing flight delays. However, the long-term plan still requires comprehensive supervision and production based on the needs of all parties, and the A-CDM system still needs a long time to be improved and promoted. (3) In the face of the current increase in data volume, how to combine deep learning and other related theories with flight plan optimization research more reasonably and deeply is a future research hotspot.
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